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Introduction

Come Inside and See the Show

Brandy is considering becoming an exotic dancer. Bringing a male friend to 
an upscale club near her home, Brandy enters the lobby of Pearls. Mötley 
Crüe’s classic rock song “Girls, Girls, Girls!” is playing while an attractive, 
elaborately made- up woman flanked by a burly bouncer takes their money 
at the door. The lobby has a comfortable couch, some tasteful, artistic pho-
tographs of nude women, and a pot of coffee. Brandy walks down a hallway 
to a hazy room lit by black lights. There are several televisions sprinkled 
throughout the room airing college basketball during March Madness. The 
club is two- tiered. The first floor includes a main stage and side stages for 
the dancers on which at least two women perform, one clothed in an eve-
ning gown, the other topless. Dancers, waitresses, bouncers, and customers 
maneuver through a maze of tables and comfortable, padded chairs. While 
Brandy is grateful that they obtained seats in a relatively inconspicuous 
area of the club, she is, nonetheless, acutely conscious of being a clothed 
woman among so many near- naked ones.

She listens to the DJ’s banter encouraging the men to applaud and tip 
the dancers: “Hey guys, give it up for Selena!” and “Who’s drunk enough 
out there to give me a ‘Hell, yeah!’” This DJ commentary is also spiced with 
raunchy remarks about the performers— “Shit fellas, somebody take over 
the booth, I got to get me some of that”— and homophobic quips like 
“Clap if you’re not a fag!” The DJ frequently announces special dances, like a 
two- for- one table dance. Later, the dancers parade through the club, each 
in a T- shirt she offers to sell off her back with a bargain- priced couch dance. 
At one point, a dancer circling the room offers to sell Brandy’s companion 
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a pornographic DVD with a table dance. These are all gimmicks organized 
by the club to increase the cash flow.

When she glances up, Brandy spots couches ringing the second floor; 
on each couch is a patron with a dancer undulating over him. From the 
customer’s vantage point, it is a voyeur’s dream. People downstairs can 
see the backs of the dancers performing while the clients purchasing the 
dances are shadowed and anonymous. Brandy buys an overpriced beer and 
watches the dancers circling the room soliciting table dances as well as the 
women performing onstage. One dancer walks to the center of the stage, 
removes her evening gown, displays her breasts, pivots slowly, and thrusts 
out her buttocks. Brandy has the opportunity to peruse the dancer’s body 
from every angle while the performer struts and sways, eyes glassy or shut. 
There is a pole in the center of the stage running from the base of the floor 
to the ceiling. After a period of languorous posing, the dancer twirls on the 
pole, twisting into a back flip while hanging upside down by her ankles. 
Brandy is intimidated and impressed by the acrobatics.

By the time Brandy and her friend have had two or three drinks, she 
encourages him to buy a table dance. He signals for the attention of the 
woman he finds most attractive, and she joins them. She swivels his chair, 
smiles and winks at Brandy, disrobes, and gives her undivided attention to 
the paying customer. She presses her body inches away from him, revealing 
her breasts, turns, and bends over to show her buttocks. Most men sit, their 
bodies quivering with restrained lust or slightly limp with desire, intently 
watching the performer, admiring the curves of her body. When the song 
is over, the dancer, just as casually as when she began, shrugs on her dress, 
sits, and chats for awhile about carefully neutral, flattering, noncontrover-
sial topics: what business are you in? Where are you from? Do you like the 
club? My, aren’t you the nicest- looking man here! Brandy notices that if 
a patron wants to continue to spend time with a dancer, he will have to 
spend more money. He may request a couch dance.

Private sequestered dances— in a VIP room or booth— feature more 
graphic expression of simulated sex than table dances. Most clubs reserve 
a special area for these dances, away from the main floor to ensure more 
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privacy for the client and more supervision over the dancer. Bouncers pa-
trol the area to make sure neither the customer nor the dancer violate club 
rules about touching and body contact, but can be paid to look the other 
way. At Pearls, a dancer takes a client by the hand and leads him upstairs 
to a deep fake- leather couch. He gets comfortable and watches while she 
strips off her dress, standing just above him. The angle and depth of the 
sofa provide the patron with an eye- level view of her crotch. Although 
she must have both feet on the sofa or floor at all times, if the bouncer is 
turned away, she might manage to maneuver her body to grind against his 
genitals. The more he pays, the more graphic is the dance.

Pearls closes at 4:00 a.m. Having watched the dancers perform, Brandy 
has a better idea of what stripping generally involves. Still a bit scared but 
aware that she is totally broke, Brandy fills out a waitress application, think-
ing that she can make good money serving drinks and not have to take off 
her clothes. She is hired immediately.1

Getting Inside

It is August 2014 and I am in San Francisco presenting at a sociology 
conference. In the midst of updating Stripped, I decide to visit some 
of the strip bars in the city to see what has changed in the past fifteen 
years. I search the clubs online, find them on Google maps, and scan 
the Yelp! reviews. San Francisco has eighteen strip bars. Sitting in my 
overpriced hotel room, I start calling the clubs to learn their policies 
about female customers. Talking with an obstreperous and unhelp-
ful person on the other end of the line— a manager, bouncer, or some 
other club employee— at the third place I’ve rung, unable to determine 
by his terse response if I will even be able to walk in the door, I hang 
up and throw my cell on the bed with a strangled grunt of frustration. 
All the club employees had responded with suspicion when I called, no 
one had offered any useful information, and again I was faced with the 
exhausting prospect of walking blind into a strange club. In retrospect, I 
acknowledge it’s likely most female customers do not call ahead of time, 
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and my doing so raised red flags. I pick a club in a fairly safe part of 
town, and coax a friend, Amy, from the conference into accompany-
ing me. I warn her that we might not even get in the door, and explain 
how researching strip bars is unpredictable. Meanwhile my nervous 
wife had already texted me several times extracting promises from me 
to keep her updated about my well- being. (There had been six shootings 
at strip bars in Silverton that year alone. I am also a cis- gender woman. 
In clubs, male customers have stared at, insulted, hit on, stalked, and 
harassed me.) Thus begins a typical period of observation in a strip bar. 
In this particular case, the visit went relatively well. Amy and I got in. 
We observed for a couple of hours, and chatted with several dancers. 
Mission accomplished.

During 1998– 2003 and 2013– 2015, I collected data on the experiences 
of exotic dancers. I focused primarily on three locations: Silverton, San 
Francisco, and Honolulu. I have also spent time in strip bars in New 
York, Washington, Idaho, Tennessee, Minnesota, Kentucky, and Ne-
vada. My first task is simply getting inside. In a same- sex relationship 
with no male spouse to badger into escorting me, just getting into clubs 
continues to be challenging.2 Many clubs across the United States have 
rules that female customers must be accompanied by a male compan-
ion. When questioned, club employees offer a number of reasons for 
this policy. The most disingenuous response to my question about why 
I could not enter a club alone came from a manager at the Pink Cave, an 
upscale chain club in Silverton, who chivalrously explained that there 
were a number of drunk and horny men in the bar, and he could not 
guarantee my safety. How did he guarantee the safety of dancers then, 
I wondered.

One bouncer initially refused to let me into Vixens, a local family- 
owned bar in Silverton. When I asked, “Why not?” he told me they did 
not want prostitutes in the club. As I glared at him, it eventually oc-
curred to him that I might not appreciate being called a prostitute, and 
he added, grumpily, “Not that you’re a hooker or anything.” Given I had 
collected much rich data at Vixens for the original edition, I returned 
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there in 2014, hoping to interview the new owner. I had stopped by twice 
before during the afternoon only to learn that he did not typically come 
into the club before 8:00 p.m. I tried again a couple weeks later, at 8:00 
p.m. on a Monday in July, to then discover that Monday was his day off. 
Undaunted, I sat at the bar, ordered a drink, and introduced myself to 
the bartender who, when serving me a glass of wine, cleverly refused 
my money. By giving me a beverage for free, the bartender neatly classi-
fied me as “guest,” not “customer.” As I attempted to chat with a dancer 
on a nearby bar stool, showing her my book and briefly describing the 
study, a male customer, a regular I learned later, repeatedly interrupted 
us, making a number of illogical, hostile, incendiary remarks, including 
“If you really want to know about the dancers, you need to talk with 
the customers.” He then maligned me to the dancer I had been talking 
with, telling her that I did not like dancers, thought badly of them, and 
warned her to stay away from me.

The bartender and bouncer watched me repeatedly deflect a long 
stream of irrational verbal attacks from this argumentative (and likely 
drunken) customer with growing trepidation while the previously 
friendly dancer said that she shouldn’t talk with me, and disappeared. 
After perhaps ten minutes of this, just long enough for me to finish my 
drink, the bartender leaned over and sweetly said to me, “Honey, the 
owner is happy to speak with you, but since he is not here right now, 
he does not feel comfortable with you talking with the customers or 
employees until he meets you.” I smiled politely (I was not a customer 
after all, only a guest), sighed, and got up. I was kicked out of Vixens— 
again. The bouncer walked me out the door, and we paused just outside. 
He said, “I was ready for you to tell that guy [the hostile customer] off. I 
wasn’t going to do a thing.” “I know,” I responded, “what a huge asshole.” 
The bouncer nodded, and we had a moment of alignment in our aggra-
vation. “That’s his truck there,” he said, pointing to a dilapidated white 
pickup truck. “You’ll know he’s here if you see the truck.”

While it strikes me, and most others, as illegal and discriminatory, 
clubs restrict female customers to keep prostitutes out, sometimes to 
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discourage lesbians, and also to protect dancers from jealous wives and 
girlfriends. Brenda, the former owner of Vixens, explained this to me in 
2000:

[We have to] protect our customers from a wife coming in or jumping 
one of the dancers. We’ve been there and done that. You can always look 
up and see that look in their eyes. They come storming through and Bob-
by’s over there with Suzy and nine times out of ten they don’t hit Bobby, 
they hit Suzy. And it’s Bobby’s fault.

She added that increased security at the door helps to prevent such 
scenes. Charlotte, manager of Red Key, said frankly of female custom-
ers, “From a manager’s perspective, they kill my business.” Even with 
rules restricting and regulating female patrons, one of the major new 
findings in this edition is the increasing number of female customers in 
most clubs. I will explore this phenomenon in more detail in chapter 4.3

When I began this research in 1997, in addition to facing barriers to 
getting inside many clubs, and the stress I felt when dealing with ha-
rassing customers, I also labored to find dancers willing to talk with 
me. Then I considered doing participant observation and dancing my-
self. What better way to solve all my research problems? I could obtain 
access to the clubs, gain the trust of potential interview subjects, and 
make some money. For a couple of months I weighed the pros and cons 
of stripping while continuing to observe in clubs. I was twenty- nine, a 
little old to strip, but young in my understanding of the consequences 
of such a decision. I had no moral objection to stripping, no interest 
in conforming to patriarchal constructs about virtuous women, and no 
thoughts on how the choice to strip might later impact my career. Dur-
ing the first stage of data collection, I was curiously blind to the stigma 
of the profession— that insight would come later. Eventually, I chose not 
to strip. I did not think myself better than the dancers, or too good for 
the work. I just didn’t like it and didn’t want to do it, plus I was making 
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thirteen dollars an hour as a graduate assistant, not a huge sum, but 
enough to live on. I was desperate for data, but not for money.

I found, and continue to find, being in strip clubs stressful. As soon 
as I walk in the door of a strip bar, I receive sexual attention from male 
customers, even when dressed like a “church lady.” For instance, I had 
only been in Pearls five minutes one night in the spring of 2014 before a 
drunken man staggered up to me, grabbed me, and tried to kiss me. Ad-
ditionally, regardless of any personal interaction I may have with male 
customers, I find watching clothed men purchasing sexual favors from 
naked or almost naked women a relentlessly exhausting illustration of 
gender inequality. Drinking heavily eases these discomforts, and I can 
well understand why many dancers do so (more on this in chapter 5), 
but it does nothing to facilitate gathering good data. For the original 
edition, with the help of male friends and female dancers who used their 
influence on my behalf, I logged in extensive observation time mostly 
in Silverton, San Francisco, and Honolulu. Silverton’s location in the 
Southeastern United States was convenient for me, as that’s where I live. 
I chose San Francisco for its sexual diversity and Honolulu for its ra-
cial and national diversity. Because I performed extensive observation 
at three different sites, my research is arguably more representative of a 
range of dancers. Of the nine clubs I frequented in Silverton in the late 
1990s, I focused on two in particular— one upscale establishment, the 
Velvet Lounge, and one working- class club, Vixens. The time I spent 
in San Francisco and Honolulu was more concentrated, and I visited a 
variety of bars in each city daily. Since I wrote the original edition, the 
Velvet Lounge has closed, though obviously Vixens is still in business.

Given my expressed dislike of strip bars, even the most casual reader 
must, at this point, be wondering how and why I returned to them to 
gather additional data. Once a year I teach a popular course on the sex 
industry and in the spring of 2013 an undergraduate student, Hannah, 
did an honors project for the class, engaging in 150 hours of observation 
at Silverton’s alcohol- free Red Key. Her subsequent paper on the project 
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revealed some big changes that had taken place over the past ten to fif-
teen years, and motivated me to gather data for a new edition.4

Meeting the Women

Making contact and establishing rapport with dancers is challenging 
because dancers are a stigmatized group, and understandably wary of 
outsiders. Many, indeed most, hide the fact that they dance from at least 
some people in their lives and are logically concerned about protect-
ing their identities. Others are surprised to find their life stories and 
work experiences a topic of scholarly research. For example Tracy, who 
is white and thirty- five, told me that no one had ever been interested in 
hearing what she had to say about stripping before. Perhaps the most 
exasperating problem I experienced was simply getting the dancers to 
show up for the interview session. In Honolulu, for instance, I arranged 
to meet participants outside the Honolulu zoo, at an open, safe, public 
park. Six women stood me up on six separate occasions. Some simply 
changed their minds, and others, when I called to follow up, claimed 
their boyfriends didn’t want them to participate. I think some originally 
agreed to be interviewed because they are socialized not to say no to any 
request in the strip bar. A dancer’s money depends upon being agreeable 
and accessible to customers. Finally, exotic dancing is not a nine- to- five 
job; the work discourages routines. Setting aside two hours for an inter-
view appeared not to be high on their list of priorities.

After several thwarted attempts to meet dancers in clubs, including a 
desperate effort to get a job waitressing at a local club called Paradise (at 
which, strangely, I was not hired), I met April, a psychology major at a 
nearby university, introduced to me through friends. Bright, verbal, and 
fascinated by the social dynamics of strip clubs, April had much to say. 
She interviewed with me twice for the original edition, and again for this 
edition. After our first interview in 1998, April introduced me to a few of 
the women she worked with at the Velvet Lounge. As I grew a little more 
comfortable in the clubs, and familiar with the mores, it became easier 
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to solicit participants. I interviewed thirty- six women for the original 
edition.5 Finding interview subjects for this edition was much easier. In 
addition to my previous experience and contacts, Hannah’s time spent 
at Red Key engendered the trust of many dancers there, and they were 
happy to participate in an interview. I conducted all the audio- taped in-
terviews of strip club employees, seventeen of these with Hannah pres-
ent as my research assistant.

In total, I have interviewed twenty- five club employees for this edi-
tion, twenty- three of whom are or had been dancers.6 Approximately 
half of these participants also worked at other clubs in the United States, 
including those in Arizona, California, Kentucky, Utah, Illinois, Florida, 
Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Michigan, and Ohio. This edition also benefit-
ted from the support of the general managers of Red Key and Pearls, 
Charlotte and Wes. Each allowed me to meet and interview dancers at 
the club during slow times (which was almost all of day shift) so long as 
our conversations did not interfere with business. In this way, I was able 
to interview several dancers in a row during a single visit to a club.7 In 
addition to conducting the sixty- one audio- taped interviews featured 
in this book, I have spoken informally with more than a 150 dancers, 
patrons, and other club employees about their experiences in strip bars 
and peep shows, and these conversations also inform the analyses I offer 
in the following chapters. Although I focus on women’s experience of 
exotic dancing throughout Stripped, I found that participants did other 
forms of sex work as well.8 About one- third of the women I interviewed 
had been or continue to be involved in other aspects of the sex industry, 
including prostitution, phone- sex work, webcam work, and both print 
and digital pornography.

The time dancers spent working in strip bars varied widely, from as 
little as four months to as long as seventeen years, although the majority 
featured in Stripped worked at least two years in the industry. Broadly 
classified, I interviewed and informally spoke with four types of danc-
ers: students aged nineteen to twenty- five dancing their way through 
college,9 taking a break from college, or supporting themselves after col-
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lege while they decided what to do with their lives; “career”10 dancers 
aged twenty- five to forty who generally began dancing when they were 
young, often with children to support, who continued because of low 
educational attainment and few equally lucrative job options; artists, bo-
hemians, or “free spirits” of any age who appreciated the flexibility and 
economic advantages of stripping; and very young women aged eighteen 
to twenty who came from economically disadvantaged backgrounds, 
had not completed high school, and were escaping stressful family situ-
ations with the money stripping provided.11

I also classified participants as “early” (had worked up to two years) 
or “late” (had worked two- plus years) career dancers, as I found that the 
length of time they worked proved an important distinction on many 
levels. In the original book, I chose three years as the dividing line. I low-
ered it to two years after collecting data for this edition. One of my new 
findings is that dancers are experiencing the toll of stripping faster than 
before. Two years (and sometimes as little as two months) better coin-
cided with dancers’ descriptions of when the negative aspects of dancing 
began to outweigh the positives. This distinction— “early” or “late”— 
bore little relationship to a dancer’s age. For example, one twenty- five- 
year- old woman I interviewed had been dancing for six years, while a 
forty- year- old woman I spoke with had only been dancing one year.

The questions I posed for both editions explore what dancers like and 
dislike about the work, and in general how it affects them to work in 
strip bars. The interviews for this edition also covered changes that have 
taken place in the industry over the past fifteen years, in particular the 
impact of the 2008 recession, the introduction of mobile phones, and 
the availability of digital pornography. Questions I thought too intru-
sive to ask were those that explored an individual’s childhood, especially 
experiences of sexual and physical abuse, questions about personal drug 
use, and questions about educational attainment. I feared that those I 
interviewed might interpret questions about such topics as reinforcing 
negative stereotypes about strippers (i.e., that dancers are uneducated, 
drug- addicted victims of sexual abuse), and I wanted the dancers to 
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trust me. Nevertheless, because many people independently introduced 
these controversial subjects, they are included in the book.

While it was sometimes difficult to get folks to attend the interviews, 
once engaged in our conversations, for example sitting on a living room 
sofa with cups of tea, most enjoyed discussing their experiences and 
observations. Because strip bars continue to be perceived in negative 
ways, workers hide their employment from many. Consequently, those 
I interviewed had had few occasions to reflect upon and process their 
work experiences. Like a closeted gay person, a dancer who is not “out” 
to family and friends cannot fully share herself and life with others, a 
phenomenon I will explore further in chapter 3. Many said that it was 
a relief to talk freely about the ways stripping had affected them. De-
spite the many challenges I faced researching exotic dancers, I had one 
unanticipated advantage collecting data. I came out to those I inter-
viewed, and found that being open about my sexual orientation invited 
the trust of lesbian, bisexual, and heterosexual dancers. Subject to much 
stereotyping for being sexual outlaws, and accustomed to conversing 
with customers about a wide range of sexual practices, the dancers were 
not a judgmental or homophobic bunch. Indeed, many acted even more 
comfortable with me after I came out.

The Strip Club Industry

How many strip clubs exist, and how easy is it to get a job at one? Given 
the rate at which strip clubs open, close, change names and owners, 
along with the stigma associated with strip bars, and the local politics 
at play, reliable statistics are hard to find. The Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics estimates there are 4,000 strip bars in the Unites States employing 
approximately 400,000 exotic dancers, generating revenues upward of 
$3 billion.12 In an effort to substantiate these numbers I passed sev-
eral hours, bleary- eyed, searching strip club lists online (trying to avoid 
pop- up ads for pornography while unable to escape a female cartoon 
stick figure giving oral sex to a male stick figure relentlessly scrolling 
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across the top of one such list). The most accurate, if general, conclu-
sion I can draw is that the number of strip bars has increased in the 
United States and worldwide since the first edition of Stripped (in 2005 
estimated at 2,778 in the United States and 832 worldwide). Further, the 
U.S. still has more strip bars than all the rest of the world combined. 
Most sex work scholars citing figures like the ones I just supplied offer 
cautionary caveats that all such numbers should be treated with skepti-
cism, and I concur.13 Indeed, after doing a comparison of two online 
strip club lists— the Ultimate Strip Club List, and the Strip Club Net-
work— I found that the number of clubs included in these lists differ by 
state and country. For example, puzzlingly the Strip Club Network notes 
only three clubs in Australia compared to forty- two on the Ultimate 
Strip Club List.

Journalist Eric Schlosser observed, “Americans now spend more 
money at strip clubs than at Broadway theaters, regional and nonprofit 
theaters, and symphony orchestra performances— combined.”14 Logi-
cally, this highly lucrative, resilient, expanding sex market employs an 
increasing number of women and men. On a local level this means 
that most strip clubs are always hiring dancers, and often need support 
staff such as servers, hostesses, bartenders, and bouncers. While U.S. 
strip bars were not immune from the 2008 recession, some women laid 
off from other employment turned to stripping to make ends meet.15 
A woman who conforms to conventional, media- driven standards of 
age and beauty can dance almost anywhere at any time in the United 
States, and, if she has the means to go abroad, internationally as well. 
More women work as exotic dancers now than at any other time in U.S. 
history.16

Strip bars in the United States vary from upscale gentleman’s clubs 
like the national chain Spearmint Rhino to local family- owned country 
bars like Vixens. Individual clubs attract a range of clients by class and 
race, although wealthier men tend to be drawn to the more expensive 
clubs and blue- collar men are more comfortable in working- class bars.17 
Cover charges range from free during off times to twenty dollars in clubs 
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in Silverton (with five dollars the most common fee), and as high as 
thirty dollars at the more expensive clubs in big metropolitan areas like 
San Francisco. Clubs make most of their money from alcohol sales, and 
most collect a percentage, usually 20– 30 percent, of each private dance 
a woman sells. Drink prices are comparable to those in moderate to 
expensive hotels: a beer or mixed drink will cost three to ten dollars, 
depending on the location and type of club. Customers will spend even 
more buying drinks for dancers. At certain clubs, management requires 
dancers to solicit drinks from the patrons by making them fill a drink 
quota. For example, at Vixens, each dancer must sell ten drinks per shift 
or pay for them herself.

Each club I visited differs depending on the customer base it hopes to 
attract, but the clubs do share some similarities. Most are dimly lit with 
black lights, play loud music, and have one to several stages with poles 
on which the dancers can perform, including a main stage centrally lo-
cated. They usually have comfortable, sturdy chairs that can tolerate a 
great deal of activity (i.e., table and lap dances). In areas that allow ciga-
rettes, they are smoky. Most have large- screen televisions tuned to sports 
channels. Despite the sordid reputations of strip clubs in some circles, 
they typically follow standard business practices, and managers work 
hard to please the customers, keep the employees safe, and turn a profit.

The Entertainers

The strip club is entirely a buyer’s market in which customers can pur-
chase their preferred “product.” Just as consumers expect their Quarter 
Pounders to taste the same from Miami to Boston to Taipei, patrons 
frequenting national chain clubs like Hustler Club or Déjà Vu expect a 
franchised standard in the club layout, service, and even the very bod-
ies of the dancers.18 Every club employs at least a few who conform to 
media- driven standards of female attractiveness: women with slen-
der bodies, large breasts, even features, and blonde hair, and the more 
fashionable and expensive the club, the more likely are the dancers to 
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resemble porn stars. Indeed, many porn stars also perform as feature 
dancers at strip bars to better market their personal brand and enhance 
their careers. Although the blonde, blue- eyed, big- breasted dancer is 
always popular, many customers do enjoy viewing a variety of women. 
To illustrate, while observing a dollar dance— a kind of strip club “musi-
cal chairs” during which all the entertainers circle the main floor and 
give thirty- second table dances to customers for a dollar a piece— at the 
Velvet Lounge, one man at an adjoining table happily remarked to me, 
“Time for the buffet!” as he assembled a number of single bills.

It does not take long for dancers to observe that the women with the 
biggest breasts get the biggest tips. Since the cost of breast implants has 
been decreasing— a friend of mine just underwent breast augmentation 
for $5,000— many dancers invest in implants. Sabrina, who is white and 
twenty- eight, described getting breast implants “as a business expense 
and a tax write- off.” Sometimes customers pay for the surgery, as Lacy, 
who is white and thirty- six, shared. Overall, I observed that 30 to 50 
percent of the dancers had implants. The percentage was smaller among 
the women interviewed for this book, closer to 10 percent.

The dancers’ heights vary, as do their hair length, style, and color. 
In the audience, it is difficult to determine exactly how tall a particu-
lar dancer is since we are on different levels— I am sitting while she is 
standing, or I am tipping her while she dances on a raised stage— and 
the performers wear four-  to six- inch platform shoes. These shoes are 
standard dress and usually the only part of the costume (except for the 
g- string in the topless- only bars) that the dancers keep on. Woman 
after woman complained about the shoes during our interviews. The 
stiletto heels have little arch support, give them blisters, and make their 
feet bloody. Lacy called these bloody scars evidence that a woman had 
“earned her stripes.” Weighing one to three pounds each, the shoes can 
also cause metatarsal issues, back pain, and knee problems. During one 
of my interviews with April, we paused the tape recorder so I could try 
on a pair of her dancer shoes. Standing carefully, I found that the thick 
platform section weighted my foot while the extremely high heel threw 
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me off- center. The shoes forced my feet into such high arches, wearing 
them reminded me of dancing on pointe. As I wobbled across April’s liv-
ing room carpet, I winced as I imagined maneuvering between crowded 
tables, mounting stairs to a stage, and negotiating my way to the toilet 
(while likely at least a little intoxicated), not to mention actually danc-
ing in them. After walking ten yards in an exotic dancer’s shoes, I was 
even more impressed with the performers’ balance, athleticism, and 
flexibility.

“I Am a Complete Racist but You Are So Beautiful”: Negotiating 
Racial Differences

Like a dancer’s height, weight, hair color, and breast size, race is another 
facet of a woman’s appearance that customers evaluate, choose, and pur-
chase. Racial stereotypes like the “Asian China doll,” “big booty black 
woman,” and “blonde Playmate” permeate our media culture, particu-
larly in internet pornography, and influence customer expectations.19 
No one I interviewed seemed terribly concerned about this. Politically 
correct language and attitudes about race were largely irrelevant in the 
context of the strip bar. Customers want what they want: big breasts, 
long legs, blondes, Asian girls, black girls, the girl next door, and so on. 
Dancers interpret racial preferences much like they do a customer’s 
interest in breast size or legs: as information they use to their advantage. 
Many dancers explained that a woman’s race was less a site of stigma 
than just another distinguishing characteristic that enabled her to make 
either more or less money on a given night. Conscious that her white 
skin might inhibit her insight, Morgan shared,

This is coming from someone who is of Caucasian descent so I don’t 
know how much validity this has. From what I saw, all the other things 
we have talked about today, the personality types, the social stigma, I 
think race is less of a factor there than a lot of other places. Is a woman 
of color’s experience different? I’m sure just like someone who is blonde 
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is different, because everyone has their preferences. All the discussion of 
biological characteristics by clients to me was kind of lumped together. 
They said racial things, but they said a lot of things that were about physi-
cal characteristics.

Maxine, an African American dancer in Atlanta, explained that she felt 
her race had less of an impact on her experience of dancing than her 
ability to negotiate the environment and manage the money she made: 
“It’s all about— not being black— it’s all about being educated to do what 
you’re supposed to do with whatever amount of money you made. It 
wouldn’t make a difference if I was black or white. I made all that kind 
of money and get caught up in that drug thing just like some actresses 
do, and they become broke at the end.”

In this environment, then, what differentiates good clients from bad 
ones in the eyes of a dancer is not his racial consciousness, but the re-
spect he shows her. Trina, of mixed- race, identifying as white, African 
American, and Native American, explored this:

One time I danced for this guy who was like, “I am a complete racist but 
you are so beautiful.” He wanted to talk to me, and he spent money on 
me. Another time I danced for a customer and he was like, “I don’t even 
like black women.” I was like, “Well, I’m not just black,” but whatever. He 
was like, “That was great,” and he tipped me hard. Some guys are like, “I 
don’t like black girls,” and that’s cool. At the end of the day people have 
their own flavors; some guys like blondes, some guys like redheads, and 
if you play into all that, then you are going to find all that.

As Trina’s description of some of her customers illustrates, clients have 
preconceived notions about race, and some may make racist remarks. 
Yet if a customer says such things with a complimentary attitude, no 
matter how obnoxious or insulting they might be in another context, a 
dancer will generally respond graciously. They know the strip club is a 
place where customers get to pick who they want dances from, where a 
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casual compliment might be to tell a woman she has a “nice ass.” As Trina 
explained, each man prefers his own favorite “flavor” of dancer. The 
savvy dancer deliberately performs the fantasy a client desires, includ-
ing both racialized fantasies, such as the subservient lotus blossom, as 
well as fantasies that have nothing to do with race, like the dominatrix 
or schoolgirl. Sabrina, who is white and twenty- eight, keeps a number 
of different costumes in her locker and changes her look depending 
upon the crowd present. Mary, a white woman from Colorado dancing 
in Honolulu, described how customer expectations and preferences for 
a certain type changed daily. She said, “You can tell if it’s a blonde day 
or if it’s a local girl or Asian day. There are some days in here where the 
customers want the local girls, and I don’t make any money.”

At the same time, strip clubs are certainly not immune to racism. 
Several individuals observed that clubs were less likely to hire women 
of color than white women. Wes, general manager of Pearls, said, “Most 
clubs try real hard not to hire black girls. It’s because everybody likes 
white girls, not everybody likes black girls. Funny thing, though, when 
guys from super rural areas come in— he’s a big redneck, got on cam-
ouflage hat, coat, and his boots, looks like he’s just climbed off a tractor. 
You guarantee that guy is going to be with a black girl or a super- gothic- 
looking chick.” Also, the ratio of customers of color to white customers 
differed per club in Silverton. Certain places are locally known as “black 
clubs,” for example. This is a reference to the race of the customer base, 
not the dancers employed. Finally, dancers categorized customers by 
race, class, and age.

The Work

The amount of nudity and type of act prohibited and permitted in strip 
bars is idiosyncratically determined by state, city, and district ordi-
nances.20 In certain cities, dancers must maintain one to six inches of 
space between themselves and the customers; in others, they must be 
six feet from the client. Some places permit contact and nudity. Silverton 
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customers can now receive full- contact, naked lap dances in clubs that 
serve alcohol (a big change since I wrote the original edition), although 
such dances are still technically illegal. About nine years ago, Silverton 
tried to pass an ordinance that would require dancers to be six feet away 
from customers at all times. Club owners in the city banded together 
to lobby politicians to tie the regulation up in appeals court where it 
remains. Charlotte said, “There are no cut and dry laws and regulations 
in place right now.”21

Women perform both public and private dances for customers. When 
they are dressed and ready, dancers sign in with the DJ to enter the pub-
lic dance rotation on the main and side stages. This is usually a two- to- 
three song set. During the first song, the dancer remains clothed, and in 
the later, depending upon local regulations about nudity, she strips to a 
g- string or completely disrobes. Most clubs allow dancers to decide how 
much they take off: she can strip naked (assuming this is not against the 
law), leave her g- string on, and even keep her breasts covered (although 
no one does this). Many dancers refuse to go fully nude on stage even 
when it is legal, saying, “I’m not showing my pussy to the whole room for 
a dollar.” I observed that the women who removed their g- strings when 
other performers remained covered tended to be heavier. Dancers re-
ceive tips from customers and other dancers while on the public stages. 
While patrons will occasionally “make it rain,” a rap culture reference 
that means to shower a woman with bills during a public performance, 
main stage tips are usually modest: a dollar per customer, perhaps a five- 
dollar bill. Women make the bulk of their earnings performing private 
dances including table, lap, and couch dances on the main floor and in 
champagne, fantasy, and VIP rooms.22

The number of times a woman dances on the main and side stages 
depends on the number of women working that shift: the more women 
working, the fewer times a dancer rotates onstage. During an average 
shift, this might be once every hour and a half; on a busy shift, a dancer 
may only perform on the main stage once every three hours. In between 
stage performances, she circles the room, chatting with the customers 
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present, asking those who tipped her if they would like a private dance. 
This kind of sales work is particularly challenging for the new and shy 
dancers. All dancers experience some rejection “working the room.” 
They try to stay positive and, like Melinda who is white and twenty- five, 
return to customers who originally said no. Melinda shared her strategy:

They say no, right now they might not have had enough beer. So I’ll give 
them another half hour, another beer and a half or whatever, and come 
by and hit them up again. Eventually you wear them down if you’re al-
ways friendly and you pop up and are like, “Hey, are you ready now?” 
And then eventually they’ll be like, “Yeah, sure. Why not?” You just keep 
going around and around, and you’ll find people who will want to buy 
you a drink, and you’ll sit down with them and chew the shit for twenty 
minutes, sell a couple drinks, and get up. You might find someone who 
wants to keep buying a lot of dances, and they’ll buy you a drink, and 
you’ll stay there as long as they’re going to be there doing the same thing, 
buying dances and buying drinks.

Prices for private dances vary by club and performer. Beatrice, a white 
San Francisco dancer, described the different dances in the first club she 
worked:

We had a room called the lap dance room. We had couches lining the 
wall. So, the customer would sit down, and you would either sit on them 
with your back facing them or straddling them. We would just sit on their 
lap, move around, and try to just be sexy. Do small talk. In the VIP booths 
there was just one chair and a curtain, so we would do naked dances in 
there. There was very little bodily contact. The men had to keep their 
hands on my hips; they couldn’t touch my breasts or any other private 
parts of me. I didn’t permit them to lick or suck me or kiss me. It was very 
clean- cut there. And it was nice. It was good money. We would charge 
twenty dollars for a regular lap dance, forty dollars topless, and forty dol-
lars plus for private booths, [the price] going up as clothes came off. We 
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would go around to customers and ask them if they would like some 
company, a lap dance or private dance. We took the money first.

Table dances occur right at or on the customer’s table, and do not 
include any touching. During a table dance, performers maintain a 
short three- to- four- inch air buffer between themselves and customers. 
Lap dances do involve contact— a woman sits directly on a customer’s 
lap and rubs against his body, including his genitalia. With this kind of 
friction, one might imagine that customers would sometimes ejaculate 
during private dances. This was not the case when I gathered data for 
the original edition. Dancers explained that customers visited strip bars 
for fantasy, relaxation,23 and arousal, not satisfaction. Men interested in 
climaxing were more likely to seek out peep shows and prostitutes, not 
strip clubs. In 1999, new to the research, I asked a dancer at the Pink 
Cave if the men ever climaxed. She shuddered, disgusted, and said, “No, 
the men never come. It’s not that kind of place.” Melinda said that al-
though men rarely reached orgasm, it occasionally happened. When one 
did, she demanded a hundred dollars from him on the spot, and the men 
would pay, knowing that ejaculating was forbidden and that they could 
face repercussions for doing so. In Silverton, this has changed. Dancers 
at Red Key described customers climaxing during dances, and then sit-
ting in their ejaculate for the remainder of their time in the club. Anna, 
twenty and biracial (half- black and half- white), counted twenty- eight 
“jizzers” in the two years she’s been working at Red Key. She quipped, 
“It’s best to avoid the men wearing sweat pants.”

A typical shift for a dancer lasts between six to eight hours, during 
which time she must remain inside the club. While it may strike readers 
as peculiar, and potentially illegal, for a workplace to restrict an employ-
ee’s coming and going, in the case of strip bars, these rules aim to control 
both the possibility, and perception, of prostitution. A dancer who leaves 
the club might be meeting a customer to have sex. This is a problem for 
club management because, according to John who is white, forty- eight, 
and a former strip club owner, a dancer who later meets a customer at a 
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hotel, for example, takes money away from the club (that he might have 
spent there), creates a more competitive work environment for the other 
dancers (will they also have sex with customers?), and makes the club 
owners vulnerable to legal charges of facilitating prostitution.

Owners comply with local regulations (or face legal issues), and make 
efforts to provide a safe working environment for their employees. For 
example, if a customer breaks a club rule by touching a dancer inap-
propriately, a bouncer will warn him. If he continues to break rules or 
generally disrespects and distresses a dancer, he will likely be thrown 
out— after paying. Club staff also ruthlessly seize cell phones from cus-
tomers suspected of taking photos and videos of dancers and delete 
them. Dancers who break small rules— for example, arriving late for a 
shift— are fined a small amount. Those that break bigger ones— drug 
possession and prostitution— may be fired. At the same time, manage-
ment turns a blind eye to certain kinds of drug use at work, especially 
smoking marijuana, and of course drinking during a shift is part of the 
job. Most dancers can easily access many types of illegal drugs (cocaine, 
pain pills, even heroin) working in the clubs. Those using such intoxi-
cants make at least a modest effort to hide their drug use from man-
agement by consuming drugs before the shift, in the parking lot, or a 
bathroom stall. As I will be exploring in later chapters, dancing can be 
extremely stressful work, and management knows this. It is in their in-
terest to facilitate a “don’t ask, don’t tell” climate about illegal drug use 
so long as the dancers are not excessively intoxicated (i.e., passing out, 
or sloppy drunk).

A Brief Herstory of Feminism and the Sex Industry

However tame their “dance” may seem now to contemporary Western-
ers, striptease performers throughout the twentieth century battled the 
“whore stigma” of their time.24 This was true of women who worked 
as dancers in traveling carnivals in the early 1900s, in burlesque halls 
midcentury, and, beginning in the 1990s, franchised strip bars. The 
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objectification and social condemnation exotic dancers experience has 
little changed; however, the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s, in 
particular the sexual revolution and the women’s liberation movement, 
generated a new feminist dialogue about sex work. While all feminists 
agree on certain key issues such as the existence of patriarchy and the 
importance of sexual equality, feminist groups differ on their percep-
tions of women’s participation in the sex industry.

During the “sex wars” of the 1980s, feminist theorizing on the sex 
industry divided ideologically between radical and sex radical feminists, 
a distinction that still holds true today.25 Briefly, radical feminists rea-
son that sex work illustrates a fundamental inequality between women 
and men as the conditions of patriarchy prepare, train, and force some 
women (usually poor ones) to sell sex to men for their economic sur-
vival. Radical feminists are especially critical of pornography, arguing 
that it eroticizes hierarchy, domination, violence, and inequality, and 
consider such images symbolic (and sometimes actual) violence against 
women.26 Sex radical feminists concede that many elements of the sex 
industry are unequal while arguing for a woman’s right to engage in 
any sexual activity she chooses, including sex work. Some sex radical 
feminists are also uncomfortable with the language radical feminists use, 
like sociologist and sex radical feminist Wendy Chapkis, who writes that 
the language of radical feminists “joins forces with the power it seeks 
to challenge. The dialectics of struggle disappear entirely into an ap-
parent seamless system of male supremacy. Male power is constantly 
reaffirmed even as it is denounced.”27 Further, some sex radical femi-
nists situate women’s participation in the sex industry within the First 
Amendment right to freedom of expression,28 and still others contend 
that analyses of women’s pleasure are as important to women’s liberation 
as critiques of patriarchal violence done to women’s bodies.29

I believe much of the disagreement between radical and sex radical 
feminists occurs because members of each group focus on different lev-
els of analyses. As I wrote in the preface, radical feminists principally 
concentrate on the institutional consequences of sex work while sex 
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radical feminists typically explore and situate individual experiences.30 
To illustrate, on an individual (sex radical) level, control over one’s body 
means having the freedom to work as a stripper, or not. The income 
stripping provides may allow a poor young woman to improve her eco-
nomic circumstances and become financially independent, as was the 
case for several dancers interviewed in this study. At the same time, on 
an institutional (radical) level, most women turn to sex work because 
they lack other economic options, and suffer under one or more forms 
of institutional inequality (classism, racism, and sexism). Further, any 
woman’s participation in the sex industry reinforces a sexist social order 
that negatively impacts all women. I believe radical and sex radical 
feminism work best in concert. As sociologist Lynn Chancer noted, the 
radical feminist goal of freedom from sexism is compatible with the sex 
radical goal of sexual freedom.31 These need not be in tension. Indeed, a 
feminist reenvisioning of the social world requires that we attend to both 
these goals simultaneously, for one without the other leads to uneasy and 
problematic alliances: the radical feminists with conservative Christians, 
and the sex radical feminists with pornographers.32 As I will illustrate 
in the following chapters, the experiences of exotic dancers demonstrate 
the value of both radical and sex radical feminist analyses.33

Finally, while there have always been women forced into sex work 
because of a lack of economic options, and women who dislike the 
labor no matter how much money they make, I argue there was a short 
twenty- to- twenty- five- year window of time, approximately 1975– 2000, 
when dressing provocatively, acting like (or being) a stripper, and ex-
pressing a highly charged, feminine sexuality for personal gain (money, 
attention, self- esteem) was relatively new, edgy, and, for some, revolu-
tionary, and much feminist third wave writing explored this.34 In partic-
ular, dancers and other club employees characterize the 1990s as a time 
of relative prosperity and well- being for strippers. Dancers reported 
high incomes and sex radical reasons for dancing such as “reclaiming 
my body,” “breaking taboos,” “getting paid to party,” and “finally making 
what I am worth.” The 1990s also saw the emergence of sex worker rights 
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organizations like the Exotic Dancer’s Alliance and COYOTE (Call Off 
Your Old Tired Ethics) offering support and resources to workers.35 Fa-
mously, in 1997, dancers employed at the Lusty Lady peep show in San 
Francisco unionized, an event I will discuss further in chapter 7. The 
documentary Live Nude Girls Unite! exploring this unionization made 
a modest splash in feminist circles, and it seemed that stripper activism 
was rising. Since there have been no further stories of dancers success-
fully fighting for better working conditions, and the data gathered here 
illustrate that work environments have instead grown worse for dancers 
(as has been the case for workers in many occupations in deindustrial-
ized economies), when I imagine the work lives of exotic dancers in 
graph form, I perceive not a steady improvement over time until the 
economic recession of 2008, but a flat line that bumps up in the 1990s.

New to This Edition

Much of what I found in the original edition still holds true today. Danc-
ers continue to experience the “Möbius strip”36 and the “toll of stripping,” 
and some still consider one another “family.” The stigma of stripping 
also stubbornly persists in spite of the popularity of pole- dancing classes 
for workouts, increased representations of exotic dancers in media out-
lets, and an abundance of stripper- esque clothing sold in many retail 
stores to women and girls. The biggest changes I will explore in the fol-
lowing chapters include a decrease in dancers’ reported incomes, the 
decline of “fantasy” in favor of actual sex, more bisexual behavior in 
the clubs (and culture), more discussion of religion, and an increasing 
number of female customers.

When considering the counterintuitive phenomenon of heterosexual 
female customers, I build on a new concept in feminist theory: andro-
sexism. Androcentric media cultures condition all of us to be andro-
sexist, that is, to like what men like and act like men do. Law scholar 
Francisco Valdez defines androsexism as “the type of ‘sexism’ biased in 
favor of ‘male’ identified persons, concepts, and practices.”37 To elabo-
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rate, where traditional sexist practices simply excluded women from 
certain male arenas, androsexist cultures allow women entry into, and 
participation within, male- dominated, male- centered environments 
(like strip bars and gaming) if they adopt the values, behaviors, and at-
titudes of patriarchal masculinity. Some androsexist cultures even relax 
the rules of “compulsory heterosexuality”38— the idea that heterosexu-
ality is a natural and assumed obligation— for female participants, al-
lowing, even encouraging and validating women for sexualizing other 
women as men might.39

Finally, participants shared more stories about faith and religion in 
recent interviews, framing their choices to enter and exit the sex indus-
try within the landscape of their religious/spiritual journeys. While faith 
is a new context in this edition, high religiosity is not new to Silverton. 
Silverton is in the Bible Belt. A good example of how researcher posi-
tionality affects qualitative work, I believe the topic of religion emerged 
more freely in recent interviews partly because I am more comfortable 
with, and more interested in, participants’ faith journeys.40 As I touched 
on in the preface, in between writing the original and new editions of 
Stripped, I completed another book, Pray the Gay Away, exploring the 
consequences of conservative Christian thought in the lives of Bible Belt 
gays. To do this, I immersed myself in the religiosity of the region, and 
made new contacts, including a relationship with the director of a local 
faith- based ministry that serves women exiting the sex industry. Typi-
cally affiliated with megachurches, ministries serving sex workers and 
survivors of sex trafficking have sprung up across the United States over 
the past ten to fifteen years as trafficking draws widespread concern. I 
will discuss the relationship between sex trafficking and strip clubs in 
the following chapter.

Why I Research the Lives of Exotic Dancers

When speaking about this research, I am often asked what drew me to 
it. “Why study dancers?” people inquire, sometimes in bewilderment, 
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sometimes salaciously, and sometimes with an air of disdain. I answer 
that not only do the experiences of exotic dancers lie at the intersection 
of a number of personal interests— feminism, sexuality, dancing, and 
marginalization— their stories also provide insight into many big ques-
tions about gender, culture, and oppression I seek to resolve through 
the act of scholarship. In 2017, women’s bodies are still objectified and 
commoditized. Women still conform to patriarchal standards of beauty 
and sexuality. Men (and women) still control women’s sexuality through 
slut- shaming, uninvited touching, violence, and rape,41 while consumer 
culture inexorably tells viewers that how we look should determine how 
we feel because the most attractive people are those who most conform 
to patriarchal, racist, and capitalist media- driven ideals.

I believe the workplace experiences described by exotic dancers are an 
exaggerated microcosm of what young women experience culturewide: 
the expectation that women be sexually available, self- objectify, look— 
but not necessarily feel— sexy, and conform to a homogenized, highly 
groomed, patriarchal standard of pornified beauty. Indeed, among the 
major differences between exotic dancers and women who do not strip 
is that dancers actually get paid for lengthy grooming practices, being or 
pretending to be sexually available, and self- objectifying. Central, then, 
to each chapter of Stripped are the voices, stories, and experiences of 
dancers, helping us sort through these contemporary tensions in wom-
en’s sexuality.
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